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1. Purpose of Report I Introduction

The purpose of this report is to report the findings of the Member/Officer Group, established
at Housing and Social Work Services Committee on 30 October 2014, to consider how best
to assist people affected by disability to maintain independence at home with particular
reference to bathing difficulties. Membership of the Working Group is attached as an
appendix.

2. Background

2.1 As part of its statutory duties, the Council's Housing and Social Work Services is assessing
need and meeting those needs it deems eligible for assistance. This is usually in the form of
information, advice or direct support provision designed to maximise a person's capacity.

2.2 Each local authority is required to adopt Scottish Government eligibility criteria and set
thresholds at which need will be met.

2.3 When someone's needs become more complex, the major difficulty they often experience is
in using their bath. The Social Work Service receives almost 2,000 requests for assistance in
this area of activity every year.

2.4 The three most appropriate solutions which are deemed necessary for those having major
bathing difficulty are the provision of equipment, installation of a shower or moving to a more
suitable house.

2.5 Re−housing is a possibility but requires availability of alternative housing options in the public
sector.

2.6 Over time, community expectations have risen.

2.7 A growing demand is placed on services due to the increasing number of people living at
home with long term conditions, physical frailty and dementia plus the growth in demand for
support for people being discharged from hospital. This will mean further increases in the
budget will be necessary.

2.8 The use of types of equipment such as powered bath lifts and types of shower was
considered at length by the group. The factors considered were how practical it was for use
by disabled persons and technical issues. The need and appropriateness of installing wet
floor shower rooms in people's homes rather than a cheaper type of shower such as a
shower tray or cubicle type, were explored. This is linked to a problem whereby houses that
have been adapted with a wet floor shower are re−allocated to someone, who for some
personal or family reasons, wishes the shower to be removed and a bath re−installed. Clearly
this is a considerable duplication of effort and resources and a more appropriate set of
arrangements needs to be instituted.
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2.9 In addition to people more frequently living longer with disability, in line with changing
demographic figures, there are an increasing number of people living at home with a
diagnosis of dementia. People with significant dementia suffer significantly more complex
difficulties in bathing, often requiring considerable personal assistance as well as easier
access. Developments in understanding the kind of environmental factors which can assist
people to manage tasks in general, and bathing in particular, can now guide design of
bathroom areas. Use of contrast in colours, different lighting and configuration of taps etc
can all help people manage much better.

2.10 In relation to the Registered Social Landlord (RSL) and Private Owners sectors, the
assessment process depends on

(i) Private owner's contributions which is governed by legislation.
(ii) Social Landlords have inbuilt provision in their government grant and these funds

should be made available to the Council, if the Council are carrying out the work for
them.

3. Proposals I Considerations

3.1 Work has been carried out on a range of matters to tackle some of the issues noted,
including improving information held on the type, access and adaptability of council stock
and recording this on the Housing Services Atrium (Asset Management) system. When
completed in around a year's time, this will provide extensive information on what houses
have been adapted and which types of house are suitable for particular types of adaptation.
Exemplar options for a range of suitable adaptations for the house type in question −pre−costed

and specified − will streamline the process or provision of some forms of equipment.
This information will allow both more informed allocation of vacant tenancies and guide the
suitable actions required if a disabled person living in a house is experiencing major
difficulties or, because of a progressive condition, will struggle in the future.

3.2 In addition, action has been taken to develop modernised drainage and flooring systems
when a house is now adapted to a wet floor shower. In such instances it should be
necessary at a future date to replace the shower with a bath, the costs of this are much
reduced.

3.3 Use of wall boarding rather than tiles, when a shower is installed in council tenancies, will
also reduce future maintenance costs and similar standards are now being agreed for use in
cases where a grant is made available in the private sector.

3.4 In light of the learning gained regarding people with dementia, changes to provision of
adaptations will now be specified in a more dementia friendly manner as will work
undertaken in the modernisation and new build programmes.

3.5 On the basis of its findings, the group were unable to identify major opportunities to reduce
the costs associated with ever growing demand placed on services to meet the daily living
needs of those affected by major disability, illness or long term health conditions. Indeed, to
keep pace, the budget would have to be increased.

3.6 The group has however, noted improvements in design and types of solutions which will
bring some reduction in costs associated with carrying out adaptations and maintenance. It
notes the proposed changes to holding information about the housing stock which will
improve the allocation arrangements when tenancies are allocated or re−allocated following
a former tenant who had a major adaptation carried out but no longer lives there.

3.7 The group recognised the different approaches to funding council, private and RSL housing
and was prevented from suggesting changes to the funding of grants in the private sector
due to legislation. RSLs must contribute the funds allocated by the Scottish Government.
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4. Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications
The main considerations are summarised below:

• In light of the pressures associated with supporting more older people with increasing
frailty and disability, and the role which NHS Lanarkshire shares in supporting these
individuals, the group would wish some of the financial burden being met predominantly
by the Council to be considered in the new integration arrangements.

• The development of an example of house types, access and suitability in the council
housing stock to guide the type and range of adaptations suitable and to inform
allocation policy.

• The full survey and identification of housing information for inclusion on the Atrium
system.

• The work on proposed improvements in design for drainage to facilitate installation and
replacement of wet floor showers which need to be removed at a later date.

• Use of wall boarding instead of tiling in adapted bathrooms in both public and private
sector adaptations.

• Proposed changes to design with regard to making all properties dementia friendly at
time of adaptation, modernisation programmed work and new build.

• Incorporating the changes to provision of showers to houses which are part of the
modernisation programme and new build work.

• Need for Housing Associations to adopt the same standards as the Council.
• Noting very significant growing demand and pressure on budgets associated with the

demographic changes and the implications for integration between the NHSL and the
Council services. More is required from NHS I South Lanarkshire.

• Noting ever rising public expectations at a time when health and social work services are
seeking to assist people to be more independent but many of the public expect more
direct care and support

• Consistency across the six localities.

5. Recommendations

(i) It is recommended that the Committee note the contents of the report.

(ii) Further negotiations take place between NHS and South Lanarkshire over their
contribution to transport and supply costs of the aids and equipment.

k Atj
Bobby Miller
Head of Community Care

For further information about this report please contact Bobby Miller, Head of Community Care Tel. 01698
332069
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Appendix I

Members:

Councillor P Sullivan (chair)
Councillor T Lunny
Councillor F McKay
Councillor R McKendrick
Councillor J Taggart
John Apperson, Property Services Manager
Joe Brady, Technical Services Manager
Hugh Holt, Integrated Equipment and Adaptations Service Manager
Aileen Gormley, Quality and Performance Manager
Susan Kelso, Senior Officer, Younger Adults
Robert Miller, Head of Community Care, Housing and Social Work Services

A representative of NHSL attended for the first meeting but due to change of post there has been
no representation since then.
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Appendix 2

In North Lanarkshire needs have four priority levels − P1 − Critical; P2 − Substantial; P3 −
Moderate; and; P4 − Low. Priority 1 and 2 needs require provision of services to be given,
with Priority 3 allowing provision subject to the Council's available resources and Priority 4
being restricted to advice, guidance signposting etc. The exception of provision at Priority 4
is the availability of inexpensive equipment items like bath boards, raised toilet seats, etc.
as the benefits in helping people stay independent far outweigh the potential costs related
to ever increasing care needs.


